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Bob Dickinson began the meeting by mentioning that the SETRPC-MPO has completed the first
step in the planned ‘2-stage’ process of the JOHRTS MTP-2040 and the JOHRTS FY 2019-2022
TIP conformity analysis with the approval by the JOHRTS TPC of the conformity analysis for the
JOHRTS MTP-2040 and the JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP on April 23rd. The SETRPC then
transmitted the conformity analysis documentation to the consultative partners for the official
review process as called for in the Conformity SIP.
Bob explained that as decided based on prior discussion, upon submittal of conformity analysis
& documentation for the JOHRTS MTP-2040 and the JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP, SETRPC is now
beginning to work on the conformity for the Draft JOHRTS MTP-2045 and Draft Revised
JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP. Bob stated that this effort is the main purpose of this call. SETRPC
has completed and sent out for review by partners an initial draft of a conformity Pre-Analysis
Consensus Plan. Bob mentioned that SETRPC plans to begin a public comment period for the
Draft JOHRTS MTP-2045 and Draft Revised JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP conformity on May 31
and close the public comment period on July 1. Following the public comment period, Bob said
the SETRPC TPC would be asked to adopt the Draft JOHRTS MTP-2045 and Draft Revised
JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP. Bob stated this schedule is important as there are a couple of
important large TxDOT projects in the TxDOT STIP/TIP and that the deadline for inclusion of
projects in that document is August 2019.

Bob then invited FHWA staff to offer their comments on the draft Pre-Analysis Consensus Plan.
Jose Campos offered the following comments.

Page 1 – remove the term ‘Draft’ from references to the
JOHRTS MTP-2045 and Revised JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP.
The conformity analysis will not be on ‘draft’ documents but will
be on the final documents.
Bob Dickinson responded that the term ‘draft’ would be removed.

Page 2 – regarding listing of 2020-2045 being the years
covered by the MTP in Table 2, Jose asked in what way would
the remainder of FY 2019 be covered as the JOHRTS MTP-2045
and Revised JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP will be approved in July
2019.
Bob Dickinson replied that he would check to see where 2019 would be located relative to the
MTP years.

Tables 3 and 4 – Jose commented about the ‘n/a’s shown in
these tables might benefit from adding an explanation as to
why there was no need to include this information. Jose noted
that the explanation that the November conformity guidance
allowed for conformity determinations without regional
emissions analysis was included in other portions of the PreAnalysis Consensus Plan document – for instance ahead of
Table 5. Jose stated that he felt it would be appropriate to
include that same explanation ahead of Table 3.
Bob Dickinson replied that the explanation regarding the November conformity guidance not
requiring emissions analysis could be added ahead of these tables.
Jose asked about use of the term ‘air quality network’ in the description of Regionally Significant
Projects in Table 7. Jose asked if that term was accurate since the network is a travel demand
model dataset and perhaps a more accurate term would be something like ‘travel model
network’.
Andy Mullins responded by saying that the term ‘air quality network’ should be changed to
‘model network’ and would be changed.
Jose concluded his comments by saying the need for explanation of the reason for the term
‘n/a’ already discussed also applied to the table (Table 17) on the last page of the document.
Bob Dickinson then asked if others had comments.
Jamie Zech stated she had no comments
Jeff Riley said he had no comments
Phillip Tindall said he concurred with Jose’s comments

Bob Dickinson then reminded the group that SETRPC-MPO was operating under the assumption
that, like the JOHRTS MTP-2040 and the JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP conformity documentation,
the consultative partners agreed to an accelerated timeline (parallel processing) to review the
SETRPC-MPO Transportation Conformity document, the Draft JOHRTS Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP-2045) and the Draft Revised JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 Transportation
Improvement Program (TIP).
Bob Dickinson then asked FHWA staff if they could state a time estimate for the formal review
of the JOHRTS MTP-2040 and the JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP conformity document package
that was recently submitted.
Barbara Maley responded by asking if the comments FHWA had added to the draft document
which they provided to the SETRPC-MPO were included in the submitted document. Bob
Dickinson stated that the comments were incorporated into the final document. Barbara Maley
replied that she would be able to compare the submitted document to the document in which
they commented and make verification easier.
Jamie Zech stated that she has already initiated the review process and started routing the
approval memo.
Anthony Jones responded to Bob by stating there may be some new possible language that
needs to be added to the package given that the JOHRTS MTP-2040 document was developed
some time ago and may not include some newer required language. Anthony stated that he
would be getting with Barbara and Jose about this possible language and get back with Bob.
Bob Dickinson stated that SETRPC would revise the Draft Pre-Analysis Consensus Plan based on
comments during this call and re-transmit to the consultative partners.
FHWA staff asked Bob when the JOHRTS TPC is scheduled to approve the JOHRTS MTP-2040
and the JOHRTS FY 2019-2022 TIP conformity.
Bob Dickinson replied the date is July 18th for that approval.
FHWA staff asked about the question of timing and the need to have the 2 projects be able to
be added to the August STIP. FHWA asked if the region was at risk for losing any funds.
Bob Dickinson stated that there was no risk of losing funds.
Bob Dickinson thanked all participants and concluded the conference call @ 12:02 PM.

